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digitization
The conversion of analog material to digital 
format
Photographs, text, audio, video
For print, called scanning or image capture
Use of cameras or scanners



cradle scanner (ATIZ)

Bound books, journals, 
newspapers etc.
Ideal for materials with 
fragile spines



multi-page feeder (Fujitsu)

Disbound items, 
unbound documents
Ideal for multi-page, 
high-volume projects 
with straightforward 
text and pictures
Can do 2-sided 
documents quickly



flatbed scanner

Photographs, single 
pages, smaller size 
items
Ideal for items that will 
lay flat



large-format scanner (Vidar)

Maps, newspapers, 
posters.
Large-format, flat items 
that will not fit in 
conventional scanners.



studio kit

Ideal for items that 
cannot be scanned 
through conventional 
scanners.
Projects can use 
combination of ie. ATIZ 
and studio kit (ie. pull-
out map)



35mm slide scanner

Slide format only



microfilm scanner

Microfilm reels only



the camera
DSLR (Digital Single 
Lens Reflex)
Detachable lens
Large sensor
Preview depth of field



the camera
Currently use Canon Rebel Xsi (450) /

T1i (500)
Fixed lens (no zoom)



the shutter
Allows a pulse of light to hit the sensor by 
revealing the sensor for a fixed amount of 
time.
Typically we use 1/50 of a second, which is 
a relatively slow shutter speed.



the aperture
The hole through 
which light travels from 
outside to the sensor.
Measured in F stops
Standard for our set up 
is F 5.0



how it all works
Internal light meter determines how much 
light is required to produce an ideal 
exposure
Interplay between shutter speed (how long 
light hits the sensor) and aperture (how 
much light gets through the hole)
The smaller the aperture the greater the 
depth of field (focal range)



ATIZ Bookdrive Pro

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fltTOvgPJAM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fltTOvgPJAM


production workflow

RAW capture Master Files Service Masters

Derivatives



RAW capture
Atiz image capture

Canon RAW format (.CR2)
High quality
Camera’s “native” format
Not ideal for preservation

Non-standard
Proprietary

Not usually kept



master files
Tiff format
Derived from RAW files

Batch conversion using Bookdrive Editor pro, Irfanview, 
Photoshop….
Lossless
Format is controlled by Adobe but in public domain
Originally created as a standard for scanners
Considered appropriate for digital preservation

NO OTHER IMAGE PROCESSING OCCURS AT THIS STAGE



service masters
Derived from Master Files

created in image editing software such as 
Bookdrive Editor Pro. 
Images are cropped, sharpened, colour 
corrected for optimal OCR
Used to generate derivative files

Service Masters are also Tiff images



derivatives
resized, reformatted files created from the 
service masters

Optimized for use on the web
Eg. Jpeg or PDF

In the case of Atiz created ebooks:
PDF/A files are derived from the tiff service 
masters



next steps
Optical Character Recognition

Usually occurs in the derivative stage
Metadata creation
Upload

To digital asset management product
Eg CONTENTdm, Dspace (cIRcle), ebrary etc.



OCR: 
optical character recognition 

OCR software translates scanned images 
into machine-encoded text
This allows you to search and find words or 
text in the image
ABBYY FineReader 10



how OCR works
1. Analyzes the structure of the scanned image 
2. Divides the image into blocks (text, tables, 

images etc.)
3. Blocks broken down to characters
4. OCR software processes many possible 

options to find most probable outcome
5. Presents best solution.

Replicates “natural” 
human recognition 

patterns



OCR software 
Takes the scanned image …

… and turns it to text.



OCR software

what ABBYY
can read

191 languages
36 languages with 
dictionary and spell 
check
6 alphabets
Simple chemical 
formulas



OCR software

what ABBYY
can’t read



let’s do it!


